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Let me begin with three anecdotes that illustrate various aspects of

culture change. The first concerns a recording, made in 1939, 0+ the

Verdi Requiem Mass in which the tenor solos are performed by one of the

most acclaimed singers of the twentieth century, Beniamino Gigl i. The

interesting thing about the performance is the lavish use Gigl; makes of

portamento, a musical ornamentation in which one note is carried to

another by a 51 ight scooping effect. Hearing the recording today, one

IS struck by how dated the performance seems and at first one is

ioel ined to blame it on the outmoded recording equipment. Further ob

servation, however, leads directly to Gig1 j's choice of styli? as the

source of the impression. Not only is his rendition out of fashion, the

qual ity of his performance has been rendered difficult to evaluate

because of the subtle, fractal-wise change in standards between then and

now.

The second anecdote concerns a recent event in Kodiak, Alaska reported

in the Kadiak Times, June 13, 1985. Uni ted States Fish and Wildl ife

agents confiscated from local shops a variety of handicrafts fashioned

out of s~a otter by Marina Kat~lnikoff, an Alaska Native. The items

were said to violate an exemption to the Marine Mammal Protection Act of

1972 whIch allows Alaska Natives to make and s~lJ handicrafts from the

hides of marine mammals. The federal agents questioned -if some of

Katelnikoff~s items fall in the categorY of ~traditional Native

handicrafts'.M A Fish and Wildlife spokesman stated: -Any items



determined traditional i terns of authentic Native handicraft or clothing

will be returned to Marina or the shops they were seized from,-

The third anecdote cornes from the lower Kuskokwim River in South

Western Alaska sometime during the mid-1970's. A young Eskimo boy had

to be flown from his home village to the Publ ie Heal th Service Hospital

in Bethel for extensive repairs to his broken jaw. He had been kicked

in the face during school recess by another boy who had seen television

for the first time in that village the night before. One of the

inaugural programs aired by this newly arrived technology was Kung Fu , a

series remembered by some of us for its facinating mixture of mystic

spirituality and vengeful violence.

One aspect 0+ cul ture change these anecdotes bring to mind is that it is

paradigmaticallY brought about by intentional action under the hmilier

Descriptive Psychology formula: behavior is a function of personal
<;

characteristics and circumstances <Silva 1973). There is a paradox,

however, that despite the logical necessity of intentional action as the

basis of cultural change it never seems possible to trace particular

changes to particular actors. Given the paradox it seems reasonable to

point to larger SOCiological phenomena as the machinery 0+ culture

change, the two most popular candidates being culture contact, as in the

case of Marina KatelnIKo+f, and sudden technological development, as

with the ill-starred EsKimo boy just mentioned. But these areas of

investigation, empirically important though they may be, must also hav~

their concepts brought into the realm of psychological description In

order to be comolete.
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The object of this p~esentation is to apply Descriptive Psychology

concepts to the idea of culture change. Building as much as possible on

formulations alreadY developed in the Descriptive Psychology

literature, the presentation begins with the application of the

parameters of culture (Ossaria, 1983) to the description of culture

change. This way of formulating culture change provides a

strai9htforward answer to the question: what is it that is changing?

This section will end with an analysis of ~ cultures change in which

change is related to Basic Human Need satisfaction (Aylesworth and

Ossaria 1983) under conditions of continuous and necessary fluctuations

in the structure of personal characteristics, circumstances, and

real itY constraints.

The final two sections of the presentation are devoted to the Question

~
of how cultures change. Two empirical ~5jons of culture change are

eXDlored, each of which is used to introduce a set of new parameters.

The first version is where multicultural contact in schools provides the

setting for culture change. What is at issue in culture contact is the

productIon and resolution of confl ict among incompatible versions of

the same social practices or of conflict over the introduction of new

and the replacement of old social practices.

The second version is a special case of culture contact in which the

resu 1t i ng change is as soc i a ted d i rec t 1y with the cross-cu 1tura 1 transfer

of technology. In this section, a paradigm case formulation of

technology is offered from which the psychological basis for the cross-

cui tural transfer of technology can be derived. The paper ends wi th a

parametric analysis of technology transfer presented in the context of a
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comprehensive model ior evaluating the impact of new technological

developments on particular cultural settings.

The General Case of Culture Change

The v,ry nature of Descriptive Psychology makes all of its contributions

to theo literature contributions about culture. Within that body of

contributions, however, a large group are devoted directly to the idea

of culture, and it is to that group this presentation about culture

change is intended to have a strong conceptual connection.

Specifically, the work of Ossorio (1983), Aylesworth and Ossaria (1983),

Lasater (1983), Silva (1983), Torres (1983), and Orvik (1984), provide a

variety of conceptualizations of culture and its related ideas from

which to p~oceed.

To begIn with, Osso~io's pa~amet~ic analysis of culture provides a

di~ect answe~ to the question: what is changing when a culture changes?

Formula One 1ists thE' parameters of cul ture (Ossario 1983).

Formula One:

Cu = Cu 1ture

H = Members

W = Wo~ld

S = Statuses

L = Language

SP = Soc i a1 Practices
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CP = Choice Principles (p. 31)

Because this formula serves to differentiate one culture from another it

can, with two modifications, serve to differentiate a single culture

either at two points in time, the paradigm case of culture change, or

from two points of view, an important derivative case in 1ight of an

upsurge of interest among social scientists <e.g., Glazer and Moynihan

1975) in the sal ienee of ethnicih' as the basis of social change in

multicultural settings.

The first modification of Formula One needed to generate the par~eters

of cul ture change is to omi t the Membership parameter. That is, the one

feature that logically can;t change is the culture's membership. Note

that this logical requirement does not ~ule out empi~ical changes in a

cultu~e;s membe~ship, e.g' J f~om one gene~ation to the next. It is the

same cultu~e despite its inevitable tu~nove~ and att~ition, otherwise
.,f..,

the~e would be nothing we could point to as having unde~gone change~
/'-

The second modification to Fo~mula One is the addition of a new

parameter, Methodology. This pa~amete~ refers to the characteristic

implements and p~ocedu~es a culture uses in carrying out its SOCial

p~actices. In its most basic sense, Methodology co~responds to what

Anth~opologists call material culture. For t e present

conceptual i:ation, Methodology encompasses a culture's technology, as

well as Its food, clothing, etc .. These two modifications are shown in

Formula Two:

<cue> = <W, S, L. SP, NT, CP), where
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CuC= Culture Change

W = World

5 = Statuses

L = language

SP = Social Practices

NT = Hethodologies

CP = Choice Principles

Another way to connect the idea of cul ture change to past work in

Descriptive Psychology is to show how it compares with two related

concepts about culture: (1) that of cultural disolacement develooed by

Aylesworth and Ossario (1983), and (1) the concept of social mobil itz,

a derivative case of migration (Orvik 1984). T+te I el=atiolHihlp'i .l:;leA~

-t...b..ia-s-~c~JTt"5-arE! shown s~em&tic~ll/ in iiYOI e ~ Each of the three

models shows conditions for persons having their Basic Human Needs

satisfied or frustrated according to the restriction on behavior

potential posed by a discrepancy between their personal characteristics

and the social practices of their culture.

In the Cultural Disolacement model the restriction on behavior potential

stems from a person changing from one culture to another without having

the right set of personal characteristics for social participation. In

the Social Nobility model persons stay within the same culture but

imorove their behavior potential by participating in a new subset of

avatlable social practices consistent With the available personal

characteristics they wish to aCQuire. Finally, In the Culture Change

model potential restrictions on behavior potential stem from the culture
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acquIring new social practices to the exclusion of old ones. To the

extent the new social practices require new personal characteristics

persons who fail to acquire those characteristics will experience Basic

Human Need frustration.

The link between social participation in a culture and the satisfaction

of Basic Human Needs was articulated by Ossaria (1983). What needs to

be estab! ished here is that this same 1 inK connects Basic Human Need

satisfaction to culture change. That is, the reasons why cultures

change are fundamentally psychological reasons, the same ones that are

invoKed to explain behavior in general. The key relationship was stated

earl ier in the formula: behavior is a function of personal

characteristics and circumstances <Silva 1983). Changes in

circumstances provide reason enough to evaluate them for new

opportunities for behaving. Thus, a complete account of why cultures

change should include factors associated with changes in circumstances

and their impl ications for the development of new social practices,

met/hodologies, worlds, statuses, languages, and choice principles.

The following is a proposed 1ist of factors to be observed in accounting

for how cul tur~s change <CC). They are organized in Formula Three as a

parametric analysis.

Formula Three:

<CC> = <9. C, PC> = <Ef, Ra, Pr, Oc, Tr, Ob, Re> where

CC = Culture Change
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8 = Behav i or

C = Ci rcums tances

PC = Personal Characteristics

Ef = Efficiency

Ra = Rate

Pr = Pressure

Op = Optional i ty

Tr = Transfor-rnabil ity

Ob = Obviousness

Re = Relevance

These Dararneters are:

1. Behavior. Circumstances. and Personal Characteristics. These

parameters are used here in the same way as elsewhere in Descriptive

Psychology, They apply to the concept of culture change as a reminder

that culture change is essentially a psychological process operating

within-a set oT reality constraints. The remainder of the list, in

-fact, is an attempt to comprehend the action of those reality

constraints in controll ing cul ture change in any given case.

2. Efficiency, If a culture is to change, I,e., taKe on new values in

any of the parameters lishd in Formula ~ above, its members must-
acquire new personal characteristics. Efficiency refers to the real i ty

constraints imDosed by how many new personal characteristics are

required for a gIven amount of change and how easy they are to acqUire.

3. Rat~. The rate parameter refers to how fast or slowly



circumstances are changing at a given point in time.

4. Pressure. Pressure refers to the existence of social practi.ces

that function to set J modify, and enforce cultural standards for how to

behave in response to new circumstances and the personal characteristics

they l"equ i re.

5. Optionalitr. This parameter I"£'fers to how much flexibility El'xists

in responding to new circumstances. Optional ity corresponds to the

Ootions parameter of the Basic Process Unit (Ossorio 1971/1978). It

also is analogous to the Substitutability parameter of the Cultural

DisplacE'ment model (Aylesworth and Ossaria 1983).

6. Tl"'ansformability. Tranformabilitr is the ext£'nt to which an

existing version of a cul tural parameter can be madi~ied to meet new

circumstances without being considered inauthentic by the culture's

membersh j p.

7. Obviousness. Obviousness re~ers to the intelligibility o~ a new llalue

on a culture change parameter as a potential substituh ~or an existing

value. It corresponds mainly to the Significance parameter o~ the

general formula for behavior <B) (see Ossorio 1981, p. 96).

8. Relevance. This parameter re~ers to the Relevance a new cultural

value has ~or meeting a Basic Human Need,

The general case of culture change can now be summarized clearly by

setting the foregoing parametric analYses in a two-dimensional array
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with the rel@vant parameters of culture 1isted in Formula Two, above.

This arrangement of parametric analYses, Table 1, affords a simultaneous

view of both the ·what- arid the -how· of culture change. The

intersections of this array, together with the general expl icaticn of

·why· cultures change, comprise a general formulation for describing the

process.

/
It should be noted that, when analyzing particular versions 0+ culture

change the general formulas given above may be more comprehensive than

is useful. From a practical standpoint, the foregoing general schemata

should serve as a conceptual check-J ist for identifying what may be the

most fruitful areas to develop in particular cases. Both of the

versions chosen for presentation here exemplify this point rather ""ell.

That is, each one required specialiHd analysis of limited intersections

of culture change parameters (Table 1) in order to be useful either to

the clients who commissioned them or to the scientific community in

general.

Culture Change and Cul ture Contact in a School Setting

We turn now to the first of two empirical versions of culture change:

culture contact wi thin a school setting. The second verSion, the cross-

cultural transfer of technology ""ill be presented as the final section

of thIS paDer".

In recent decades, contact among cul tures wi thin school settings has

given rise to an abundance of social issues. Many of those issues arise
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over the successful incorporation of multiple systems of soclal

practices, world views, status management, etc .. Nost of all, however,

culture contact in the schools involves the larger multicultural

communities within which the schools have been given the statutory role

of COlMlon socializing agent for full-fledged adulthood.

Attempts to make schools a successful agency in this regard can often be

redescribed as interventions in the problematical relationship between

the cultural foundation o~ the school's social practices and the

multiple cultural foundations represented among the children in

attendence. Among the morE! notable attempts to solve these problems, we

find large scale federal programs such as Titl@s I and VII, of the

El@m@nta~y and S@conda~Y Education Act (ESEA) , devoted to compensato~Y

and bil ingual education p~og~ams, ~@sp@ctiv@ly. Alt@~natjve schools

can also be cha~act@~ized as a ~esponse to school ing problems in

multicultu~al communities (Parrett, Drvik, and Stephens 1985).

The case of culture contact I wish to present here comes from an

evaluation (D~vik and Towarak 1982) of the Nome (Alaska) School

District's Art and Cultural Enrichment Program funded under Title IV-A

of Publ ic Law 92-318, the Indian EducatIon Act. It became clear while

developing the evaluatIon design that the focus of the evaluation had to

Include the larger community setting rather than just the limihd

objectives of the p~ogram. What was enacted as a program to improve the

acad@mlc performance of Nom@'s Eskimo students, by the prese~vation and

enhancement of their culture, paradoxically could only be successful if

the elements of cul ture to be preserved and enhanced underwent changes

within the school setting.
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The resulting evaluation model responded dire~tly to this state of

affairs by cataloging the ways indigenous cultural elements were being

transformed to fit the organ j za t j ana 1 struc ture (j. e. I the cul tura1

foundations> of the school. For the purposes of the present paper, the

transformation process described in the Nome evaluation report reveals

in detai 1 many of the important features of cul ture change through

culture contact. These features can be summarized by taking a closer

1001< at the Transformabilib parameter presentl!'d earlier in the Culture

Change formula, Formula Three.

There is enough Known about the history of Nome to suggest that

discontinuity between the culture of the school and the cul ture of the

community was the main reason for the Native Arts and Cultural

Enrichment piogram to exist (Orvik and Towarak 1982). We can even go so

far as to say that the program's purpose was to make Native 1 ife and

culture more important and sure of survival by bringing it into the life

and culture of the school. It is equally important, however, to point

out that any element of traditional culture brought into the Western
•

school environment is subject to transformation if it is to survive. It

was with regard to the Transformabil Ity of these elements that the

follOWing definItions and parametric analysis were constructed.

Definition One:

A Cultural Element is defined as an event, object, process, or state

of affa.irs recognized as a constituent part of a culture's social

practices.
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Dei i nit i on Two:

The Authenticity oT a Cultural Element, as a constituent part, is

establ ished relative to standards used by persons with rE'levant cultural

competence acquired through relevant experience and observation

exercized in revel ant contexts.

Definition Three:

The Transformation of a Cultural Element refers to adaptive changes in

the elempnt's content, form, or function by which its Authenticity is

retained under new circumstances.

Insofar as m~t of the new circumstances an element must be adapted to

are created by cross-cultural contact, each adaptation is subject to

multiple standards of intell igibil ity and authenticity as many

standards as there are cultures in contact. Furthermore,

transformations In a Cultural Element may be extensions of

transformations in the indigenous culture already underway in the

wider community context. For example, the shift from using the Inupiaq

language to Engl ish in the school is a transformation in the whole

community and stems as much from economic necessity as from school

reasons.

The parameters of cultural transformations

With the above definitions in mind there are five parameters by which
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the transformation of a given Cultural Element can be described:

Formula Four:

<Tr> = <CE,P/W, S> = <T, 5, P, M, B>, where

P/W = Part/Whole relationship to other CuI tural Elements

5 = Symbol ic relationship to superordinate culture units

CE = CuI tural Element

T = Time

5 = Space

p = Persons

M = Mahrials

8 = Sehav ior

The first two parameters, Cultural Elements plus Part/Whole and Symbolic

relationhips, are placed here as a general reminder that the importance

of any given transformation is establ ished in the context of the entire

concept of culture. The intended distinction between these two

parameters is that Part/Whole relationships refer to struct~ral

connectIons between a Cultural Element and other Cultural Elements. For

example J building a Kayak once had a direct connection with food

gathering but now the connection is indirect, 1 imited to its cash value

in the market place .. Symbolic relationships refer to the psychological

functions a Cultural Element serves in meeting the Basic Human Needs of

indiVIdual actors. For example, what one could be doing by building a

Kayak is maintaining a state of adequacy and comoetence in one

context but In another Simply fulfill ing a need for disengagement <see
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Lasater 1983, p. 102). Even though culture change is fundamentally a

psychological process, recalling a point made earlier, the reason for

the present distinction is that neither parameter by itself encompasses

enough of the possibilities for an adequate description of cultural

tr ansf orma t ions.

The remaining parameters of Formula Four comprise a series of real ity

constraints to be imposed on the description of cultural

transformations. To explain briefly,

1. Time -- temporal transformations are based on how often, for how

long, Of' at what time a Cul tural Element is actual iad

2. Space -- spatial transformations have to do with where a Cultural

Element is actualized

3. Persons -- these are transformations in who is el igible to playa

part in a Cultural Element

4. Haterials -- material transformations have to do with changes in

physical properties of a Cultural Element, i.e., what it is made from

or made with, and

5. Behauioral -- behauioral transformations of a Cultural Element are

those that take place in any general Behauior parameter (Qssorio 1981>.

e.g., in what could be wanted (W), needs to be known (K)J significance

(5), etc ..
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In the course of program evaluation we were able to exempl ify each

parameter without difficulty, For- instance, all cultural enrichment

activities are temporally regulated by clock and calendar according to

the organizational requirements of the school. Participation in

indigenous cultur-e now begins and ends with the bell, not with

enthusiasm, fatigue, or any internally defined sense of completion or

sp on tan i eo ty .

Traditional Native dancing now takes place in school spaces never

previously used for that purpose. This example of a spatial

transformation is interesting from an historical standpoint because it

serves to remind us that the standards of transformabil itr of cultural

elements do not reside solely in the indigenous community but, rather,

are subject to joint negotiation among all cultures in a given context.

In the case of Native dancing, what was considered pagan in one community

might be considered acceptable in another, depending on which church the

local missionaries represented thrOUgh/out the communi ty~s history of

culture contact.

The Person parameter corresponds to the El igibil ity parameter of the

Basic Process UnIt (Ossoria 197B). An example in the present context of

a Person transformation of a Cultural Element is the removal of sex

role inhibitions on handicraft praduc ion. Boys and girls are

encouraged to worK on products tradi tionally made by the opposite sex,

and by doing so the program helps Nome meet a legal

school districts (cf. the KatelniKof case presented

requirement of all
,oP, ~aA~:t;;.

,ar1"r), ~ltd,;Jf(,,.....,'1'

Material transformations can involve changes in what things are made
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~, such as using calf skin and mouton instead of seal skin and

caribou. They can also involve changes in what things are made wi th,

such as using power tools to carve ivory rather than using hand tools

fashioned from indigenous materials.

As stated earl ier, Behavior transformations encompass all of the

parameters of the general Behavior formula (Ossorio 1981). One or

two examples will suffice to show how the process works. First, it is

doubtful that in traditional Eskimo culture anyone eve!" got a letter

grade for carving a piece of bone. This is not to say that

reinforcement and social appraisal were absent from day to day

interaction, just that it wasn~t meted out in quite that form. Second,

the program uses publ ic display cas~s to show th~ work of th~ stud~nts.

In earl i~r tim~s singl ing out individual performance would have b~en

down played in favor of methods that accr~dit p~rsons

r~minding them of th~ir connection with the group.

subtly whil~

1'",- ..... t;.,:" ~~ f.:Lit
1'~~~wJ-...

Two things should b~ point~d out before concluding this section. First,

the will ingness of members of an indigeneous group to allow its

Cultural El~ments to undergo radical transformation is, perhaps, the

best measur~ of their desire to survive as a culture. However, and

this is the second point. there are risks involved in any attempt to

-manage- the transformations into existence. To paraphrase a

Descriptive Psychology maxim: transformations go right, unless they go

wrong in one of the ways they can wrong (cf. Ossorio 1980>.

With regard to the Native Art and Cultural Enrichment Program in Nome

there are several precautions worth mentioning. One is that a CuI tural
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Element can take only so much transforming before it exceeds

Authenticity criteria. The expression: ·it~s not cricket-, has its

origin in just such a circumstance. Anyone who has seen the game

Knows that it has social requirements of form and observance that are

nowhere to be found in the rule book. During the height of British

colonial rule in India, the most studied attempts on the part of the

Indians to play the game were met with the response: ·Yes, but it;s not

uictly cricket YOU I<n(ll,r,j-, Once a Cultul"al Element exceeds its

standards of Authenticity! it no longer has value in promoting cultural

continuity. To the extent cultural continuity has value for persons in

meeting their Basic Human Needs, the question of how much one can impose

nonindigenous institutional ~equi~ements without a consequent ~eduction

in the net behavio~ potential of indigenous pe~sons becomes a se~IOUS

one.

Anothe~ p~ecaution is that the~e is a built-in bias fo~ the host

institution to select indigenous Cultu~al Elements that a~e the most

easilY identified and that th~eaten the host institutional st~uctu~e the

least. Unfo~tunately, these may be the Cul tu~al Elements least in need

,.,.....l ~..:... ~D~".
of p~ese~vation, Mo~e se~iousy, they may not be the ones most ~elevant

"-
to Basic Human Needs. An example of how this p~ecaution has been met

comes f~om anothe~ educational setting, the Kamehameha Ea~ly Education

P~oject (KEEP), in Hawaii, In this p~og~am, developed tQ improve the

~ducational achievement of Native Hawai ian children , ethnographic

information about how Hawaiian children participate in ce~tajn cultu~al

?lements at home were used to help structu~e the lea~ning environment of

the school. By focussing on a less obvious but psychologically mo~e

relevant Cultu~al Element, the KEEP program was able simultaneouslY
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to acc~edi t the person without requiring assimilation J thus preserving

a Symbol ically important relationship (Formula Four) within the new

setting.

--~~
Finally, there is the danger in what could be called the rejection

paradox endemic to preservation by transformation. This paradox can

take two forms, ourism and seperatism. Purism is the imposition oT

bogus (usually external) standards oT cultural authenticity based

on arbitrary views of how the culture did things at some unspecified

time in the past. As if a culture could exist without transformations,

purism is a kind of cultural taxidermy that rejects modern forms and

their producers as contaminated. The other form, seperatism, refers to

the maintenance of organizational and conceptual distinctions between

the -Native- parts of the system and the -real- system. Seperation

carries an impl icit message of rejection no matter what beneficial

effects it may have. Art and

thrive in an invironment that

cultural enrichment can survive but cannot / / ~
... ",...A.;' 1 /c;t:... , zs- ~-t,;"r-'" ~

invites invidious ~mparisons. ~~ ---~
f f~.

Culture change and the transfer of technology

We come now to the final section of this presentation in which we

analyze the case of culture change associated with the cross-cultural

transfer of technology. The conc~pts presented here grew out 0+ a need

to comprehend the complex array of forces, mostly social forces it turns

out, influencing the rapid deoloyment of high level telecommunications

tecnnology among the cultures of rural Alaska. These develooments came

about to solve a wide range of economic, educational, and social
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problems endemic to that environment (OrviK 1978 J Pittman and Orvik

1977, Hills 1981). HOIJ.I well these problems have been addressed

stimulated the conceptual ization of the models on which the present

analysis is based.

That the rapid transfer of technology across cultural boundaries can

lead to rapid culture change needs 1 itt1e documentation added to that

already in existence. The literature on modHnization alone (e.g. Kahl

1968, Smith and Inkeles 1966, Doob 1967, Dawson 1969) fills many
,A~.J

volumes. Very 1 ittte has been done to develop a comprehensive
"-

conceptual ization of why technology gets transferred, and yet such a

pacKage would go a long way toward helping us understand the difference

between technology transfer going right and technology transfer going

wrong.

What is described here is a model for identifying the Key notions in

technology transfer. It consists of a number of subsystems, each of

which plays an important role in the overall proce'ss. The concept of

technology itself, being directly linKed to how persons meet their Basic
•

Human Needs should be discussed before the various subsystems are

outlined.

-----
Dictionary definitions of technology are of 1 i ttle value because they

are noncommittal as to the role technology plays in human I if£'. For

example, the Random House Dictionary of the English Language defines

technology as -the' branch of Knowledge that deals with industrial arts,

applilO'd science, engineering, etc,-, or as -the application of I<nor.l/ledge

for practical ends, as in a particular field- such as educational
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technology,

Oswalt, an Anthroplogist, defines technology as "all the ways in which

people produce artifacts· (1976, p. 33), While this definition is at

least more inclusive than Random House~s, it makes no more conceptual

headway inasmuch as it seems to exclude the artifacts themselves as the

primary focus. In fairness to Oswalt, it should be pointed out that the

focus of his work is on the artifacts themselves as a record of the

technological complexi ty of the world's various cultural systems.

r
~

The problem is not so much with the defini tions themselves as with the

fact that the utility 0+ definitions is inherently limited to what we

already know that can be appealed to for recognition <Ossaria 1981).

What is needed is an articulation of the concept that specifies the

characteristics of an unambiguous, or paradigm case of technology. The

formulation of the paradigm case can then be used as a standard for

generating related cases on the basis of how they differ from the

paradigm.

Definition Four:

For purposes of the Technology Transfer model, technology is defined

as the production and use of an artifact for the improvement Of a

person's own circumstances.

The first characteristic, production, tells us that technology is not

a natural but a human phenomenon. It has to be in .... ented, adapted,

concei .... ed of, etc .. Production can also include distribution,
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promotion, or authorizatIon of a technology,

The second characteristic, ~, suggests the purposeful nature of

technology in the sense that a technology that isn't used is a defective

case.

That technology consists of artifacts is to allow the distinction to

be made between technology and nonphysical human inventions such as

languages and social practices. The latter can share the same functions

as technology ~ se.

Characteristic number four, improvement, opens up the possibil ity that

technology can go wrong by fail ing to improve someone's circumstances.

With the fifth char-achristic, ~ person's ~ circumstances, it is

pointed out that in the paradigm case all f.(ve characteristics are
(4 7;5. /3 £-,I()

actualiH'd in the same person. The fifth characteristic also allows us
A.

to generate cases where other persons and their circumstances are the

reason a technology gets produced 01" used.

From Definition Foul" and its related discussion, we have the following

ParadIgm Case Formulation (PCF 1):

1. Paradigm Case: A person invents the wheel and vses it to get to

town faster.

2. Transformations:

Tl. The person invents the wheel but doesn~t use it.

T2. The person uses the wheel but doesn~t invent it.
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T3. Th, person opens up a used wheel lot to make enough c1 ams to

buy new sandals because he always walks to tOl.iln.

T4. Th, person uses the wheel to g,t someone else to tQl.lln.

T5. Th, wheel klH'ps going flat.

T6. Th, wheel runs o.... er the used whetl salesman on his way to th,

sandal shop.

T7. A person from another town sees the wheel and falls in love

with the idea.

T8. The person from another town causes T2 through T7 a1 lover

again.

As will be made clear shortly, deriyative cases encompassing the cross-

cultural transfer of technology can be generated by reference mainly to

the production and use patterns of a technology, i.e., T1 - T4, T7, T8

of PCF 1. For a complete understanding of the entire process, however,

the remaining components of the Technology Transfer Hodel need to be

describ~d.

Th~ T~chnology Transt~r Model

The components of the model tor ~valuating the transfer of technology

across cultur~s ar~ organized into thr~e interrelated systems: (I> the

Consumer system, (2) the Influence system, and (3) the State of Aftairs

system. Each of these systems has a place in the evaluation of the role

technology transfer plays in bringing about culture change,
TCs., ..... ,.•. - • - y...-,;" -1,... .."G- F~.

The Consumer sYstem. The Consumer system describes what kinds of

consumers of technology are possible. In the paradigm case of
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technology a pe~son uses a particular version to improve his or her own

circumstances in some specific way. The ways in which technology can

improve someone's circumstances typically fall into three empirical

categories:

(1) entertainment -- where technology is used (a) to initiate or

maintain a positive mood, or (b) terminate a negative one, e.g.,

watching television

(2) profit -- where technology is used to acquire means of exchange

<other than by sell iog the technology), e.g., using

telecommunications for obtaining market information,

(3) convenience -- where technology is used to make a social practice

a more efficient way of meeting a need, e.g., hunting with a bow

and arrow instead of relying on jokes to bore the animal to death.

In the present model it is worth distinguishing among different kInds of

consumption. Primary consumption is the use of a technology for

one's own entertainment, profit, or convenience. Primary consumption

is the paradigm case 0' technology use.

Secondary consumption is where technology is used for someone else's

entertainment, profit, or convenience. This case of technology use is

distinguished from the paradigm case by the logical necessity of another

person or persons being involved. The relationship is built into the

configuration of the technology itself. For example. if a teacher in a

remote site takes an advanced course in cultural relations via satellite

telecommunications, the students that will be taught better are

conceptually part of the reason the technology exists. The teacher is a
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secondary consumer in this case, even though there may be independent

reasons, such as a pay increase, for the decision to participate.

The third kind of technology use is called tertiary consumption.

Tertiary consumption refers to the effects on a person of someone else's

use of technology, There are logically two types of tertiary consumers:

those affected by someone's primary consumption. and those affected by

someone's secondary consumption of technology, An example of the former

would be the only child on the block without a television set. Such a

chi Id would be restricted from participation in whichever social

practices involve acting upon what happened in prime time the night

before. The incident involving the injured Eskimo boy I related at the

beginning of this paper is an example of tertiary consumption stemming

from primary consumption.

Tertiary consumption involving the secondary use of technology has

already been illustrated in the education example above. A sl ightly

different version of the concept is exempl ified in virtually all the

world;s weapons of war. Ironically, the successful use of weapons

technology is the only case 1 can think of where the tertiary consumer

is intentionally less well off in the sense of paradigm characteristic

number four, Improvement.

It isn't always possible to place the use of a technology cleanly into

one class or the other. Some situations may have features of all of

them. The important thing is that the use of technology can. and

usually does, represent a complex configuration of social relationships.

personal characteristiCS, and coordinated activities, not all of which
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can be forseen/rnuch less anticipated. The more that can be anticipated,

however, the greater the chance that technology use of any Kind will

lead to increased behavior potential rather than unanticipated ill

effects. The next section describes the system of influences that

control the technology of a given place.

The influence system. Underlying the description of the Influence

system is the reminder that the form a technology takes is under the

control of persons engaging in del iberate action. Thus we can view

technology as a psychological process, accompl ished by choice wi thin

+t.-- .
the entire social system that calls for it, rathernby aCCIdent or act

of superhuman agency, outside the system of ordinary means by which

persons meet their Basic Human Needs.

There are three components to the Influence system, each of which has

two facets. The three components are: (1) the Motivation component,

(2) the Author i ty component, and (3) the Competence component.

The Motivation component. The Motivation component of the influence

system comprises all the reasons why someone wants to influence a

particular technology. These reasons fall Qoi"l'l_l a::,. into two maIn

classes of motivation: (1) Virtual -- reasons to influence a

technology based on its virtues for improving the consumer~s

circumstances, and (2) Fiscal -- reasons to influence a technology

based on th~ benefits that derive from some aspect of the production of

the technology.

Examples of virtual motivation are easily generated. Any technology
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that has ever been used for someone~s entertainment, profit, or

convenience, from the first arrow to the latest computer, could serve as

an illustration.

Fiscal motivation, on the other hand, is exempl ified in cases where the

course of a technology is influenced for reasons other than what it was

designed to do. The engineer in the land now known as ·Sil icon Valley·,

is fiscally motivated who, in response to a request for bids issued by

the Alaska Office of Telecommunications, designs a piece of electronic

equipment to translate sate11 ite TV signals beamed to an earth station

in a remote Alaskan village for the viewing pleasure of its citizens.

The employee who wrote that request for bids was fiscally motivated to

influence the t~chnology of the ~emote village by an anticipated

imp~ovement in his annual pe~fo~mance ~ating. I am exp~essing my fiscal

motivation to influence the village's technology, a technology I

p~obably will neve~ consume, by p~esenting the concept of fiscal

motivation at this fo~um.

The pu~pose in making the distinction between vi~tual and fiscal

motivation is so their relative influence ove~ the social practices

causing a cultu~e's technology can be analyzed effectively. Two

impo~tant questions arise in this ~egard. One is, how much of each kind

of motivatIon is operating in a particular context? Another is, what

conditions dete~mine the deg~ee to which one kind of motivation p~eempts

the othe~, and what are the consequences? As will be seen in the next

two sectIons, these kInds of questions ~ecur in each pa~t of the model.

Before movIng on to the Authority component, howeve~, it is wo~th
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pOinting out that the two kinds of motivation discussed here correspond

to distinct roles played by those who assert power over technology,

Virtual motivation logically appl ies to consumers, specifically to

primary and secondary consumers. When virtual motivation is the basis

for action l achievement is impossible any time prior to the

actualization of the technology, Fiscal motivation applies to those

occupying entrepreneurial roles, that is, in the design, production, or

distribution of the technology, When fiscal motivation is the basis for

action, achievement is possible at any time in the process of

technological development. In other words when one is analY2ing the

relative influence of virtual and fiscal motivation one is also

analyzing the relative operation of consumer and entrepreneurial

interests in the matter. The timing of who gets paid when is central to

the analysis. A related point is that what are normally accounted for as

the costs of developing a technology can now be seen for what they are

-- forms of fiscal motivation for anyone to respond to who has the

requisite status and personal characteristics outlined in the next two

sections.

The Authority component. The Authority component of the Influence

system refers to pOSitions in a social structure persons can occuPy to

influence technology. As with the Motivation component, there are two

kinds of authority a person can have: (1) StatutorY authority --the

formal authority to influence technology associated with a particular

SOCial role l and (2) Social authority -- the authority to influence

technology created through face-to-face interaction in a partIcular

conhxt.
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Statutory authority is the more easily exempl ified of the two kinds.

Legislators who appropriate funds to extend entertainment television to

rural Alaska, boards of directors who authorize stock purchases in

computer firms, Supreme Court justices who rule on the patenting of

recombined genes, are straightforward examples of statutory authority to

influence technology,

Social authority, on the other hand, is easier to describe than to

E'xemplify. An analogy will help outline its features. Gearing, !..t~

(1979) made a useful observation to the effect that in any society the

distribution of knowhdge, skill, and talent is not random among its

members. Rather, these powers are distributed throughout the social

structure by the process of face-to-face interaction. Analogously, the

implementation of a technology in any context is subject, at least in

part, to how much utility and value is attributed to it through the same

process -- face-to-face interaction. In other words, social authority

exists to the extent that a technology's virtue is not entIrely

intrinsic but dependent also on socially negotiated judgements for its

adoption and survival in a particular context of use.

If the concept of social authority seems elusive, the reason may be that

it is elUSive. Because the concept has not been articulated does not

mean that its influence is weak, however. The dropping of America's commitment

to enter the supersonic transport development race was a response to

social authority, albeit exercised through statutory authority systems.

Shews of pUbl ic resistance to the development of our domestic nuclear

power indvstry are further indicators of the social authori ty system.
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In fact, one index oT the magnitude of the amount of social authori ty

over a technology is the amount of effort required to resist it. The

advertising industry, for example, exists almost entirely in tribute to

the social authority of the populace to hold thumbs up or down regarding

even the most virtuous of technological developments.

The Competence component. The third component of the Influence system

is the Competence component. As with the other parts of the Influence

system, the competence to influence technology has two forms: (1)

Technical competence -- what skills and knowledge are needed in order to

actual i:eo a technology in a particular context, and (2) Cultural

competence -- knowledge of the social practices resident in a context

whe~e the technology is to be used.

The ~equi~ement o~ Technical competence is easy to unde~stand; no

technology can come into being without it. Technical competence ~efers

to all aspects oi a technology; not just to its design and production,

but to its distribution and consumption as well. Because technical

competence can range irom high to low, so also can the quality of the

technology, and by extension, its capacity to improve anyone's

CIrcumstances.

Cultural competence, understanding the social practices of a culture at

risk to the transier oi a technology, is typically preemoted or

overlooked as a source of influence. Yet cultural competence is what is

needed to anticipate (a) the extent to which a technology fits into the

social practices of a culture in a particular case, and (b) the extent
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Human Needs.

Anyone who watches television without being able to build a television

set enacts the distinction between Technical and Cultural competence.

The converse is true as well: anyone who's invention has been put to

an unforseen use exempl ifies the distinction. The inventor of chicken

(now advertised as poultry mesh) probably didn't anticipate that

villagers in Southwestern Alaska would see in it an ideal material frem

which to make a fish trap. Other examples of unforseen uses of

inventions, from trivial to monumental, could be presented. The point

is that the probability of such a use taking place is limited by the

degree to which Technical and Cultural competence are simultaneously at

wor~ in the same locale. Moreover, to the extent Technical competence

is segregated from and allowed to preempt Cultural competence, there is

a liklihood that the technology transfered to a given context will be

misdesigned in some important way. The same holds true for situations

where Fiscal preempts Virtual motivation, and where Statutory preempts

Social authority.

We can surrrnarize the cross-cuI tural transfer of technology (CCT) in the

following parameters of the Influence system:

Formula Five:

<CCT) = <P,D,C) = <FH, VM, St, So, TC, CC) where

p = the production of a technology

31
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o = the distribution of the technology to a new cultural context

C = the primary, secondary, and tertiary consumption of the

technology in the new setting

AM = the Fiscal motivation to transfer the technology

VM = the Virtual motivation to transfer the technology

St = the Statutory authority to influence the transfer

So = the Social authority through face-ta-face interaction in the new

cultural context to influence the consumption of the transferred

technology

TC = the Technical competence to actual ize the transferred technology

CC = the Cultural competence required to understand the social

practices of the culture to which the technology is transferred.

The next part elaborates the concepts by which the parameters of the

Influence system can be related to states of affairs their interactions

produce.

The State of Affairs System

If the process of innovation were without problems, if transferred

technology never went wrong, if new social practices always led to more

behavior potential for everyone, there would be 1ittle need to monItor

the states of affairs these cultural changes are intended to brIng

about. What is needed is a way of describing states of affairs that is

sensitive to the difference between innovations that go right and those

that go wrong. For discursive purposes, the Stat~s of Affairs system

outl jn~d here is based on the evaluation of technological innovation.

There are direct appl ications, however, to evaluating any other aspect
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of onE' culture~s Methodology (Formula two) when transferred to another

culture. What comes to mind is the del ivery of such things as

educational, medical, or social servicesj economic and hgal proceodures,

etc .. For the current model, what holds true for technology developed

in one cultural setting for use in another also holds true for

anything developed in one cut tural setting for use in another.

A great deal of attention is being paid, for example, to the use of

Western mode I s of psychotherapy and caunse 11 i ng in non-Western cut turE's

<Oraguns 1973, Torrey 1972, Marsella and Pedersen 1981, Silva 1983,

Torres 1983, Marset la and White 1984). Indigenous subsistence systems

are being replaced by Western corporate investment structures mandated

under the 1971 AlasKa Native Claims Settlement Act,

The evaluation of a technology in a new context can be accomplished by

a sl ight variation on the theme of supply and demand, This abstraction

worKs if a concept of demand is used that ties it to the idea of Basic

Human Need, and a concept of supply is used that includes the use of

technology to meet those needs,

The conceptual outl ine of the State of Affairs system is quite simple.

It consists of only two intersecting dimensions representing the

transfer of a technology in a new setting, on one axis, and the need for

The c,ells of this matrix represent

it in that setting, on

four-fold matrix shown

the other. These

;n .T:;Q} 2.

elements are arranged in the

four distinguishable states of affairs: Responsive, Wasteful, Depri\Jed 1

and Stable.
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ResponsIve states of affai~s. Responsive states of affaIrs are those in

whi'h the demands for a technology in one cultural setting are met by

its being lransferred from anolher cullural selling. T~e ~sn""""obile'~~
revolution- in Arctic Scandinavia <Pelto 1973) is a good example 01 a

Responsive state of affairs. In this instance, an old need was met by a

new invention. Reindeer herding among the Sami predated the existence

of snowmobiles by many generations, as did the need for continuously

more convenient and profitable ways to do it. When snowmobiles got

invented and became available for transfer, th~y became an innovation. -
This is not to say, however, that a Responsive state of affairs is free

of problems. For example, one effect of the use of snowmachine was to

-de-domesticate- the herds:

In effect, the animals have been allowed to return to a near-wild

stage. ReI inquishing control over the animals represents the

continuation of a trend that was alreadY evident before the comming

of the snowmobile. The use of snowmobiles pushed the de-domesti-

cation process to its logical, and possibly irreversible limits.

(pp. 98-99)

-
There are other examples in Pelto's analysis that serve as reminders of

the systematic interactions among the parts of a context of technology

use. In the present model culture changes occuring in Responsive stases

of affairs are agreeable to the extent the Obviousness parameter

<Formula Three) hasn't been illusory. Where problems arise l they arise

in the area of TertiarY consumption associated with Primary consumption

of the demanded technology.
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Wasteful states of affairs. The next cell of the States of Affairs

system is for situations where technology is transferred without it

having been demanded. At first glance, this state of affairs may seem

merely hypothetical, especially on a scale of any important size. We

may all have purchased some gadget or other that now gathers dust in a

closet, or have given a tOY to a child only to have it appear at our

garage sale advertised as "never used -- only thrown down once·,

Ironically, it was the nagging under-consumption of telecommunications

technology by rural Alaskans after it has been put in place at great

cost that prompted the present conceptual ization. How could that have

happened? It is argued here that the magnitude of the waste is a joint

function of (a) thOe amount of Fiscal motivation made available to (b)

persons with Technical competence in excess of their Cultural competence

by (c) persons with Statutory authority ignorant of the Social

authority indigenous to the context of use.

Deorived states ofaAffairs. With appropriate modifications, the above
•

argument holds for the next cell of the matrix, the Deprived state of

affairs. In this state of affairs, here is a need that could be met by

some existing technology but that technology is not suppl ied. Many of

the differences between Third-world and Western nations could be thought

of as Deprived states of affairs, When, for example, Western medical

technology exists but, for all the reasons impl ied in the Influence

system, do not get transferred to cultures that would benefit from them ..

those cultures are In a Deprived state of affairs.
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There is, of course, an ~ post facto character to Deprived states of

affairs insofar as theY can only occur after a technology gets invented;

only then could a gap occur. All that is really being described,

however, is a conceptual part of the uneven distribution of Basic Human

Need satisfaction susceptible to to possible transfer of technology

across culture boundaries. The significance of this condition is that a

Deprived state of affairs logically includes reason enough to do

something about it. What gets done about it is under control of the

Influence parameters described earl ier.

Stable states of affairs. The fourth state of affairs in the model

exists when there is 1ittle demand for new technology and 1 ittle

external pressure to adopt it. This is termed the Stable state of

affairs in the present conceptual ization, implying a high level of Basic

Human Need satisfaction within the context so that I ittle reason eXists

to change the methodology of the place, introduce new social practices,

or generally put a high value on innovation.

How stable any context ought to be can~t be decided in advance. Postman

(1976) has gone so far as to suggest that a culture can ·00 on

stabll i ty·, by beIng too rigid to respond to changes in circumstances.

Certainly the argument is more substantial than the simple straw man of

flexibil i ty vs. rigidity. The point of introducing the concept here is

to remind us that stabi I ity is a possible state of affairs, possibly a

desireable one, and one that could possibly go wrong relative to

whatever standards we have for making that kind of observation.

These four possible states of affairs provide formal criteria for
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e~aluating how the concepts of the Consumer system relate to the

concepts of the Influence system to bring about each one. By now,

however, it should be clear that I have led YOU somewhat astraY of the

original purpose of this paper. How technology transfer causes culture

change is no longer at issue. What is at issue is how to keep it frorn

going wrong.

Nore generallY, we can now l"edescribe the issue of culture change in

these same termsj rather than: -how do we keep it from happening?·, the

question is: -how do we keep it from going wrong?-, Returning to the

three anecdotes I began with, beyond the general conclusion that one out

of three ain-t bad, what have we learned? At the very least we can now

suggest a formal and practical way of describing what happened that

includes the relevant psychological principles. In practice, we can

take seriously our role in the Influence system by recognizing those

arus of publ ic pol icy that need modification according to the model

I've outlined here.


